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1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of information-based complexity has created notions and 
tools to understand the efficiency of randomized (Monte Carlo) algo- 
rithms. The efficiency analysis began with the work of Bakhvalov (1959), 
who studied Monte Carlo integration. Later on, Nemirovski and Yudin 
(1983) investigated the complexity of randomized solution to optimization 
problems. 
In this paper we are concerned with the approximation of functions 
from Sobolev spaces WY,([O, lid) in the norm of L,([O, lid). This problem 
is crucial for numerical analysis, since it includes, in particular, interpola- 
tion and recovery of functions. Moreover, it occurs as a partial instance of 
more complicated numerical problems such as solution of integral or dif- 
ferential equations. This way it serves as a model problem and can also be 
used to accomplish reductions in complexity analysis (see Traub, Wa- 
silkowski, and Woiniakowski, 1988, Sections 5.5-5.7; Heinrich and 
Kern, 1991). 
Let us shortly review the previous work on randomized function ap- 
proximation (for unexplained notions we refer to the following sections or 
to Traub, Wasilkowski, and Woiniakowski, 1988). For standard informa- 
tion (i.e., function values are available for the computational process) 
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Traub, Wasilkowski, and Woiniakowski (1988) settled the case p = 
q = 03, Novak (1988) solved the case 1 I p I cc, q = ~0, and MathC 
(1991) extended the analysis to all 1 I p, q % ~0. The case of linear 
information (i.e., the values of linear functionals are also available) was 
studied by MathC (1991) under the restriction that the information is non- 
adaptive and the algorithms are linear. The case of adaptive linear infor- 
mation and general algorithms was left open and could not be handled by 
the previous methods. 
It is the aim of the present paper to solve this problem. We determine 
the asymptotic order of the nth minimal error. Our result provides lower 
bounds for any concrete Monte Carlo method based on the evaluation of 
certain functionals (e.g., Fourier coefficients or scalar products with basis 
splines, but also, of course, function values), For some relations between 
p and q the stochastic minimal error is considerably smaller than the 
deterministic one, which indicates a potential superiority of randomized 
methods over deterministic ones in these cases. As usual, the lower 
bounds are proved by passing to the average case. However, in contrast 
to the above-mentioned work, it is principally impossible to use discrete 
measures in the case of linear information and general algorithms (see 
Corollary 19 of Mathe, 1990). We work with Gaussian measures instead, 
using techniques developed in Heinrich (1990a,b). We also use Mayorov’s 
approach of reducing approximation problems between Sobolev spaces to 
the study of identities between finite-dimensional spaces If: (Mayorov, 
1975). This is achieved by using different types of pseudo-s-numbers. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we provide the neces- 
sary background on notions of information-based complexity, on Gaus- 
sian measures, and on pseudo-s-numbers. In Section 3 we prove a general 
lower estimate for linear operators in Banach spaces. This is done in 
terms of Gaussian measures. Section 4 deals with finite-dimensional esti- 
mates. The main result and its proof are contained in Section 5. In Section 
6 we discuss the relation between deterministic and stochastic setting, as 
well as between linear and nonlinear algorithms. Some open problems are 
mentioned, too. 
Notation and facts from information-based complexity theory can be 
found in the monograph by Traub, Wasilkowski, and Woiniakowski 
(1988). For s-numbers we refer to Pietsch (1978, 1987) and Konig (1986), 
and for Gaussian measures to Kuo (1975) and Vakhania, Tarieladse, and 
Chobanyan (1987). 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Given Banach spaces X and Y, we let L(X, Y) denote the space of all 
bounded linear operators from X to Y, BX stands for the unit ball of X and 
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X* for the dual space, i.e., the space of all bounded linear functionals on 
X. 93(X) denotes the g-algebra of all Bore1 subsets of X. Only Banach 
spaces over the reals are considered. 
In the first part of this section we recall some fundamental notions from 
information-based complexity theory. We start with the deterministic set- 
ting. Let n E N, and let X be a Banach space. A mapping N: X ---, R” is 
called adaptive linear information of cardinality n if there exist mappings 
L,:X+ R 
Lz:X x R-,R 
. . . 
L . X x R”-’ + R n- 
such that for 1 5 i (: n and all (~1, . . . , zi-1) E Rim’, Li(., 21, . . . , .z-1) 
E X*, and for x E X 
N(x) = @xx), L2k ad, * . . , LAX, al, . . . , an-d, 
where 
aI = L(x) 
a2 = L2(x, al) 
. . . 
an-1 = L,-,(X,Ul, . . . ,un-2). 
The set of mappings (L, , . . . , L,) is called a representation of N. X”(X) 
denotes the set of all adaptive linear informations of cardinality IZ. We 
agree to put X0(X) = {0}-the zero mapping. Let Y be a Banach space and 
let Q”(Y) denote the set of all-not necessarily linear, not necessarily 
continuous-mappings from R” to Y. 
Given an S E L(X, Y), we seek to approximate S by mappings of the 
form cp 0 N with N E N”(X) and cp E Qn( Y). The interpretation in numeri- 
cal complexity theory is the following: S is the solution operator of the 
numerical problem under considerations, that is, S maps the given prob- 
lem data (for example, the right hand side of an equation) to the exact 
solution. N and y, describe the numerical method: N stands for the pro- 
cess of (adaptively) gaining information about x (e.g., computing values of 
the function x at certain points or Fourier coefficients). The mapping cp, 
called algorithm, represents the computational process in the way that 
p(N(x)) is the outcome of the numerical operations performed on N(x) in 
order to obtain an approximation to Sx. For more explanation and motiva- 
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tion we refer to Traub, Wasilkowski, and Woiniakowski (1988). Given 
N E X”(X) and (o E cP”( Y), the error of the method (N, q) is defined as 
(which might be infinite). Given a positive integer IZ, the nth minimal error 
(also called minimal radius of information) is defined as 
(The shift to IZ - 1 is made to keep consistency with the notation of S- 
number theory, see below.) The meaning of e,(S) is clear: It is the mini- 
mal error that can be reached with the help of at most (n - 1) adaptively 
chosen information functionals. Its role as a lower complexity bound is 
also transparent: The cost of the method (N, cp) is composed of the cost of 
N, which is usually assumed to be proportional to the cardinality of N, 
and that of (o, which is the minimal number of arithmetic operations 
needed to carry out the mapping cp (for a detailed discussion of complexity 
see again Traub, Wasilkowski, and Woiniakowski, 1988). An element 
N E N”(X) is called nonadaptive, if it has a representation (tr , . . . , 
L,) as above with Lz, . . . , L, not depending on ZI, . . . , ~~-1, or, in 
other words, if N E L(X, R”). 
Next we turn to the setting of randomization. For this we have to 
impose certain measurability conditions. Let X;(X) be the subset of those 
N E X”(X) which possess a measurable representation (L,, . . . , L,). 
By this we mean that for 2 5 i I n, 
(Zl, * . . 9 Z;-1) + Li(.y Zl, . . * f -3-l) 
is a Bore1 measurable mapping from Rid’ to X*. Given z E R”, z = (zl, 
. . . ) z,J, it is convenient to use the notation 
Li,z, = LiC.7 ZI 9 . . * 7 Zi-I) 
for 1 I i I IZ. Furthermore, @z(Y) stands for the set of all cp E @(Y) 
which are Bore1 measurable. 
DEFINITION. An abstract Monte Carlo method M is a pair consisting 
of a probability space (0, 2, u) and a family (N,, q&o such that the 
following hold: 
(i) There is a measurable mapping n: fi + N such that for all o 6~ fiR, 
N, E X$“)(X), cpo E @@“(Y), and 
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(ii) the mapping (x, w) + cp,(N,(x)) from X x I(z to Y is (3(X) X Z, 
93 ( Y)) measurable. 
Let &(X, Y) denote the collection of all abstract Monte Carlo methods 
(acting from X to Y). Roughly speaking, an abstract Monte Carlo method 
is an adaptive numerical process depending on random parameters. These 
may be the outputs of random number generators called during the com- 
putation. This notion is very general, so lower bounds obtained with 
respect to it are correspondingly strong. The cardinality of an abstract 
Monte Carlo method M is defined as 
card(M) = IQ n(w)&(o). 
The error of M is given by 
Analogously to the deterministic setting we now can define the n-th mini- 
mal Monte Carlo error as 
efys) = inf e(S, W. ME&Y, Y) 
card(M)sn- I 
In our investigations we need another quantity related to randomization: 
We define the Monte Carlo approximation numbers as 
where the inflmum is extended over all measure spaces (a, C, V) and 
families T, E L(X, Y) (w E a) with the properties: 
(i) The mapping (x, o) --, T,x is (X x 2, 93(Y)) measurable, and 
(ii) there is a measurable mapping n: LR + N such that rank(T,) s 
n(w) for all o E 0 and Jo n(o)&(o) 5 n - 1. 
It follows easily that 
e:‘(S) 5 af’(S). (1) 
The Monte Carlo approximation numbers can be viewed as the nth mini- 
mal Monte Carlo errors, when only nonadaptive information and linear 
algorithms are admitted. It is easy to check that for separable X, rank(T,J 
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is measurable, so in this case we can put n(o) = rank@,). With slightly 
different measurability conditions, these numbers were introduced in 
MathC (1991). (For the measurability aspect see also Remark 1.) 
It is readily checked that e,, eFc, and a$” are pseudo-s-functions, 
which means that for sn = e, , efc, or a?‘, the following properties hold: 
For all Banach spaces X, Y and for S, T E L(X, Y), m, n E N 
(i) I(SJ( = s,(S) 2 s&S) 2 * * . 2 0, 
(ii) s,+,-,(S + T) 5 s,(S) + s,(T), and 
(iii) for all Banach spaces X0, YO, and operators U E L(XO, X), V E 
UK Yo), it holds s,(VSU) 5 IJVJ(s,(S)lIUI/, 
(for the definition see K&rig, 1986, l.d.3). 
In this connection we have to recall two further such functions which 
we will work with later on: The Gelfand numbers of S E L(X, Y) are 
defined as 
c,(S) = 
codim Esn- I 
where E C X means that E is a closed subspace of X. The approximation 
numbers of S are given by 
a,(S) = inf{(lS - T/I: T E L(X, Y), rank(T) 5 n - I}. 
The relations to the quantities defined before are the following: 
c,(S) 5 e,(S) 5 2c,(S) (2) 
up(s) 5 a,(S) (3) 
e:‘(S) 5 4e,(S). (4) 
The first relation is well known (Traub, Wasilkowski, and Woiniakowski, 
1988,4.5.4). The second one is obvious, since every deterministic method 
can also be considered as a Monte Carlo method. The third one is a 
consequence of the fact that the quantity e,(S) increases at most by a 
factor 2, if we replace adaptive information by nonadaptive one, and by 
another factor 2, if arbitrary algorithms are replaced by continuous ones. 
(The last relation is a result of Math& 1990, Theorem 1 l(v).) Since a linear 
nonadaptive N and a continuous cp certainly satisfy the measurability 
requirements of the Definition above, the third relation follows. (Probably 
the resulting factor 4 is not sharp.) 
In the last part of this section, we present the material about Gaussian 
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measures on Banach spaces needed in the sequel. A Gaussian measure on 
a Banach space X is a Radon probability measure p defined on the (T- 
algebra a(X) such that each x* E X* is a symmetric Gaussian random 
variable on (X, p). (We consider only symmetric Gaussian measures on 
Banach spaces.) Let H be a Hilbert space and T E L(H, X). We set 
where yF denotes the standard cylindrical Gaussian probability on the 
Hilbert space F. E,, is a norm on the set of all T E L(H, X) with E,(T) < ~0. 
Let R,(H, X) be the closure of the set of finite rank operators with respect 
to the norm Ey. Then for the every operator J E R,(H, X)se cylindrical 
measure JyH extends (uniquely) to a Gaussian measure JyH = p on X. 
The covariance operator of p is given by C, = JJ*. A converse statement 
is also true: For each Gaussian measure p on X there existsEeparable 
Hilbert space Hand an injection J E R,(H, X) such that p = JyH. (These 
J and H are unique up to isometries.) We have for each T E R,(H, X) 
lITI I (nI2)‘“E,(T) (5) 
and, for a further Hilbert space HO, a Banach space X0, and U E L(Ho, 
JO, V E LW, Xo) 
If J E R,(H, X) and T E L(X, Y), Y a Banach space, then 
E,(TJ) = I, IIT~lkb(xh 
For these facts as well as for further details we refer to Kuo (1973, 
Vakhania, Chobanyan, and Tarieladse (1987), Linde and Pietsch (1974), 
and to the extended introduction in Heinrich (1990a). The following devia- 
tion result, due to Maurey and Pisier, is crucial for our work with Gaus- 
sian measures (see Pisier, 1986, Theorem 2.1 and the remark on p. 180). 
PROPOSITION 1. Ls X and Y be Banach spaces, let p be a Gaussian 
measure on X, p = JyH, where J E R,(H, X) and H is a Hilbert space. 
Let T E L(X, Y). Then for all t > 0, 
p{x E X: llxll > E,(TJ) + t} 5 exp(-t2/(2)1TJI(2)). 
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3. A GENERALLOWERBOUND 
The main result of this section relates the minimal Monte Carlo error to 
an approximation quantity connected with Gaussian measures. For a 
Hilbert space H, a Banach space X and an operator T E R,(H, X) we 
define 
codim F<n 
These numbers can be considered as the Gelfand numbers with respect to 
the norm Ey. It turns out that these numbers provide lower bounds under 
very general circumstances. 
THEOREM 1. There is a constant c > 0 such that the following holds: 
Let X and Y be Banach spaces and let S E L(X, Y). Then for all Hilbert 
spaces H and operators J E R,(H, X), J # 0, we have 
eFC(S) 1 c czn-l(SJIEy) 
E,(J) ’ 
At the end of this section we shall discuss the relation of Gelfand 
numbers with respect to the norm Ey to quantities from average case 
analysis and provide a reformulation of Theorem 1 in these terms. For the 
proof of Theorem 1 we need the following: 
LEMMA 1. For each E > 0 there is a C(E) > 0 such that the following 
holds: Let X and Y be Banach spaces, let p be a Gaussian measure on X, 
and let T E L(X, Y). Then 
where Ell~ll =.fx llxll44x). 
Observe that C(E) does not depend on X, Y, p, and T. This will be 
essential later on. 
Proof. Let E > 0 and fix a > 1 (to be specified later on). Let /.L = JTu 
be a representation with Ha Hilbert space and J E R,(H, X). We assume 
that TJ # 0. (Otherwise T is identically 0 on supp CL, and the statement of 
the lemma is trivial.) By Proposition 1 and inequality (3, 
p{llxjl > aE,(J)} I exp (- (’ -2$‘(J)z) I exp(-(a - 1)2/m). (8) 
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Define a function on X by 
f(x) = llTxlI~E,(T4 
and put 
285 
F(r) = p(x: f(x) > t}. 
Using Proposition 1 and (5) again, we obtain for t > 1 
5 exp (t - - l)%,(TJ)2 
II Ml2 
5 exp(-(t - 1)*/r). 
Using this and integration by parts, we get for A > 1 (which will also be 
fixed later on), 
i A exp(-(A - 1)2/n) + I:” exp(-(t - 1)2/~)dt 
s A exp(-(A - 1)2/~) + 1:” s exp( -(t - l)*/~)dt 
( 
7T 
= A + 2(A - 1) 1 exp(-(A - 1)2/~). (9) 
Equations (8) and (9) together give 
5 (10) 
5 (( “+2(A:l) > ( 
(A - 1)2 exp - - 1 ( (' - ')* IT + A exp - - lr )) E (TJ) Y * 
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Now we choose h in such a way that 
( * + 2(X71 (A - 1>* & -- <- 1) i ( ew T ) -2’ 
then we choose a so that 
A exp ( 
(a - l)* -~ <- 
lr 1 -;, 
and put C(E) = a. Since, by (7), Ellxjl = E,,(J) and s, JJTxl[dp(x) = E,(TJ), 
the result follows from (10). 
We actually use the following immediate consequence of Lemma 1. 
Note that sometimes we use the same symbol for possibly different con- 
stants. 
COROLLARY 1. There is a constant c > 0 such that the following 
holds: Let X and Y be Banach spaces, let H b&a Hilbert space, and let 
J E R,(H, X) be such that E,,(J) I c. Put p = JyH. Then for all T E L(X, 
Y), 
Next we need lower estimates of the average error of deterministic meth- 
ods, where the average is taken over the unit ball instead of the whole 
space (compare also Traub, Wasilkowski, and Woiniakowski, 1988; 
Heinrich, 1990b). 
PROPOSITION 2. There are constants c’, c” > 0 such that the following 
holds: Let X and-Y be Banach spaces, let H be a Hilbert space, let J E 
R,(H, X), p = JyHr and S E L(X, Y). ZfE,(J) 5 c’, then for all n E N, 
N E Xl;(X) and q E @g(Y), 
Proof. It is no loss of generality to assume that N has a representation 
(L,,. . . ,L,)with 
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m, = 2 ZiCpLi,ze 
i=l 
N(m,) = z. 
U, = {X E XI Li,,(X) = 0, 1 5 i 5 n} 
F, = J-‘(U,) 
Jz = Jb: 
and 
Then the support of p, is contained in U,, and its covariance operator is 
given by 
C, = J,J,* = JQ,J*, 
where QZ is the orthogonal projection onto F,. Hence 
By Traub, Wasilkowski, and Woiniakowski (1988, Appendix, Lemma 
2.9.7.), the family of measures p,(. - m,) is the conditional measure of w 
with respect to IV, and for each Bore1 measurable p-integrable function fi 
X4 Rwe have 
where yn is the standard Gaussian measure on R”. 
Let A > 4E,(J). First we estimate the measure of the set 
(11) 
Let z be such that )I m, 11 > A. Then we can conclude, using Proposition 1, 
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Therefore we get, using (1 l), 
5 ~n{z: bzll 5 A) + I,.,,>, /-h E uz: h + ~11 5 W&z(z) 
5 yn{z: IJm,l( 5 A} + exp(-(A/2 - E,(J))*/(2(~J~~*)). (W 
On the other hand, Proposition 1 gives 
2 1 - exp(-(A/2 - E,(J)>2/(2(~J~~2)). (13) 
Equations (12) and (13) together imply 
yn{z: llmzll 5 A} 2 1 - 2 exp(-(A/2 - E,(J))*/(2l(J))*)) 
2 1 - 2 exp(-(A*/(321)J)[*)). (14) 
We need this estimate for A = l/2. Assuming that E,,(J) I l/(8%‘%), we 
get 4&(J) < A and also, by (5), /IJ(J 5 V%?%?&,(J) % l/(8%5). Hence, 
by (14), 
yn{z: l(m,(l 5 l/2} 2 1 - 2e-1. (15) 
Now we can estimate the average error. Using (1 l), we obtain 
= X&b + 4llS( m, + u) - cpGV(m, + ~))ll&&kh(Z) 
z kz:,,mz,,alvZ~ l,,zB”z lb + Sm, - cP(N(m,))lldE.c,(u)dyn(z). (16) 
Since pz is a symmetric measure, we have 
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(17) 
Let c be the constant from Corollary 1. Assume that E,(J) 5 c. Then (6) 
implies &,(.I,) 5 c. So with the help of Corollary 1 we can continue 
inequality (17) as follows: 
With this the estimate (16) can be accomplished in the following way, 
where c” = &( 1 - 2e-9. Reviewing the assumptions made on E,(J) during 
the proof, we see that it suffices to put c’ = min(l/(SG), c). This 
concludes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Since both c~~-~(SJIE,) and E,(J) are homo- 
geneous in J, it suffices to prove the result under the assumptiongt 
E,(J) = c’, where c’ is the constant from Proposition 2. Define p = J-yH. 
Let M E J&X, Y) with card(it4) 5 II - 1. So M = ((0, 2, v), (N,, cpw)), 
N, E X$“)(X), cpo E @$“‘(Y), n(w) is measurable, and 
I * n(o)du(w) 5 n - 1. 
Put 
i-l, = (0 E n: n(w) 5 2n - 2). 
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It follows that ~(a,) z b. Now we estimate, using Fubini’s theorem and 
Proposition 2, 
e(S, Ml = SUP J,, I(sx - $&(N&))(~dzJ(o) 
XEBX 
which proves the theorem. 
Concluding this section, we want to clarify the relation of Gelfand 
numbers with respect to the norm Ey to quantities introduced previously 
in the literature on average case analysis. Let p be a Gaussian measure on 
X, and let S E L(X, Y). The average approximation numbers of S with 
respect to or. are defined by 
a,(S, p) = inf J, (1%~ - TxlJd&). 
TELW. Y) 
rank(TKn 
These numbers occurred throughout the average case analysis of approxi- 
mation (see Traub, Wasilkowski, and Woiniakowski, 1988) and were 
formally introduced by Math6 (1990). In order to give a reformulation of 
Theorem 1 in terms of these quantities, we need the following: 
LEMMA 2. Let X and Y be Banach spaces, let p be a Gaussian mea- 
sure on X, and let S E L(X, Y).ket H be a Hilbert space and J E R,(H, 
X) an injection such that or. = J~H. Then for all n E N, 
Proof. First observe that 
a,(S, p) = inf E,(SJ - TJ) 
TEL(X. r) 
rank(T)<n 
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TEL(X, Y) 
rank(T)+ 
L inf E&V) = c,(SJ(E,). 
FCH 
codim F<n 
To show the converse inequality, let F C H be a subspace of codimension 
m < it, and let P be the orthogonal projection onto the orthogonal comple- 
ment of F in H. Choose a representation P = xEn=l hi 63 hi, hi E H. Since .Z 
is an injection, J*X* is w*-dense in H* = H. Since His reflexive, J*X* is 
also norm dense in H. It follows that there are xz E X* (j E N) with 
lim llhi - .Z*X:ll = 0. 
j-m 
Define q E L(X) by Tj = cEn=l X; @ Jhi. Then 
y+i E,(ljJ - JP) = 0. 
Finally, by (6) 
E,(SJId = &(SJU - PI) 
= Lir E,(SJ - SqJ) 
2 G(S, I*>, 
where Z is the identity on H. 
From Lemma 2 and (7) we obtain the following reformulation of Theorem 
1. With supp(~*.) we denote the support of the measure Z.L. 
THEOREM 1’. There is a constant c > 0 such that the following holds: 
Let X and Y be Banach spaces, let S E L(X, Y), and let p be a Gaussian 
measure on X with supp(p) # (0). Then 
4. FINITE-DIMENSIONAL ESTIMATES 
In this section we provide estimates of the needed types of pseudo-s- 
numbers for identities between finite dimensional sequence spaces 1;. 
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This will be the basis of the treatment of Sobolev embeddings in the next 
section, 
We start with the Gaussian Gelfand numbers introduced in the previous 
section. 
LEMMA 3. Let 1 5 p 5 ~0, m, n E N, m % n. Then 
m -,” + ’ E,(Zd: li + 1,“) 5 c,(Zd: II--f l,“(E,) 5 E,(Zd: li + 1,“). 
Proof. The right-hand inequality is obvious. To prove the other one, 
let F C 1?, codim F < n, and let P be the orthogonal projection onto F. 
Then, by (6) 
E,(P: li ---, 1,“) 5 (IP: 17 + F(IE,(Z~(F: F + I,“). 
By a well-known symmetry argument (see, e.g., Math6 1991, Lemma 4) 
E,(P: ly + 1,“) 2 
trace(P) 
m 
E,(Zd: ly * 1,“) 
>m--n+l 
m 
E,(Zd: 1y --, 1,“). 
The next lemma is also well known. It is an immediate consequence of 
(7) and standard facts about the Gaussian distribution (see, e.g., Pisier 
1989, Lemma 4.14). We use the customary notation and write for se- 
quences of reals (a,) and (b,), a, < b, if there is an no E N and a constant 
c > 0 such that /a,, 1 5 cl b, ( for all 12 z no. The notation a, = b, means 
that a, i b, and b, < a,. 
LEMMA 4. 
1 ml/P E,(Zd: 1y + 1:) = iflsp<m (log m)“* ifp = x. 
These estimates of the Gaussian Gelfand numbers are already sufficient 
for our purpose. Now we can use Theorem 1 to derive lower bounds for 
the Monte Carlo approximation of identities between lp” spaces. From 
them the lower estimates for the Sobolev embeddings will follow quite 
easily (Section 5). 
COROLLARY 2. Let 1 I p, q I -J. Then 
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I n I/q- lip ifl%p,q<a 
eFc(Zd: 1: ---z 1:) > 1 n-“P(lOg n)“2 iflSp<w,q=03 n “q(log $1’2 ifp = 00,15 q < 30 
ifp = q = co. 
Proof. By Theorem 1 there is a constant c > 0 such that for all n 
erc(Zd : 1: --, lf”) 2 c 
Qn-,(Zd 1:” * IFIE,) > 2 E,(Zd: 1:” + 1:) 
E,(Zd: 1:” --f 1:) - 2 E,(Zd: 1:” + 1:) ’ 
where the last relation is an application of Lemma 3. Now we insert the 
functions from Lemma 4 and arrive at the desired estimate. 
The rest of this section is devoted to upper estimates. Here the follow- 
ing multiplicativity property is essential. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let X, Y, Z be Banach spaces, let S E L(X, Y), T E 
L(Y, Z), and m, n E N. Then 
Proof. Let E > 0 and choose, according to the definition, a measure 
space (Cl,, C,, v,), a function nl: Cl, + N and families NW, E N;f”““(X), 
cp WI E C$l(ol)( Y)(w, E C4,) satisfying the required measurability conditions, 
and 
sup *I 11s~ - cpJN,,(x))lld~t(x) 5 e!?(S) + E. XEBX I 
By the definition of a, MC there is a measure space (a,, CT, IQ), a function 
n2: Cl + N and a family T,, E L(Y, Z)(02 E fi2) satisfying the required 
measurability assumptions, rank(T,) 5 nz(o2)(w2 E iI,), 
I n, n2b2) 5 n - 1, 
and 
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Clearly, each T,, can be written as a composition T,, = I,!J~,N,,, where N,, 
E L( Y, R”(‘@)) and I/J~, E L(R n(oz), Z). By the linearity of Tw2, (18) implies 
for y E Y, 
Using (19), we get for x E Bx, 
W?(T) + e)(e km) + &I 
(20) 
z II R, R2 /j(T - T,,)(Sx - ~o,,(N,,(x))(ldv,(o,)dv,(~,) 
Now we set s1 = fli x LIZ, C = Ci x &, v = vi x ~2 and, for w = (w,, wz), 
k&4 = ni(w,) + 12*(w2), and define NW E A$‘“(X) for x E X by 
N,(x) = W,,(x), N,, S4 
and cpo E a0 @)(Z) for a = (aI, ~22) E R”I(“I) x R”z(~z) by 
cp&) = CT - T&,,h) + h&2). 
It is routine to check that the measurability assumptions of the definition 
of eMc are satisfied, so we can continue inequalities (20), using Fubini’s 
theorem, 
Taking the supremum over x E X in (20) and (21), we obtain 
(d’C(T) + e)(e z’(S) + E) 2 ef;f+C,-,(TS), 
which concludes the proof. 
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In the next two propositions we summarize known results on the 
(pseudo-) s-numbers in consideration. The first one is due to Kashin 
(1977), Garnayev and Gluskin (1984), the second one was obtained by 
Math6 (1991). 
PROPOSITION 4. There is a constant c > 0 such that for all 1 cr n 5 m 
c,(Zd: ly * IF) 5 cn-1’2(log(l + m/n))“*. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let 2 5 q 5 ~0. Then there is a constant c > 0 such 
thatfor 1 5 n 5 m, 
aFc(Zd: 17 --, 17) s c 
mllqn-l/2 if2Sq<w 
n-“*(log(m + 1))‘” q = 00. 
Remark 1. This is the point to comment on the measurability assump- 
tions. Formally, our assumptions in the definition of a:’ are stronger than 
those required in Math6 (1991). However, it can be seen from the proof 
given there that the random approximation providing the needed esti- 
mates satisfies the stronger conditions as well. Moreover, as long as oper- 
ators between finite dimensional spaces are concerned, standard measur- 
ability arguments show that both definitions are equivalent. 
Now we obtain the upper estimates required in the next section. 
COROLLARY 3. Let I i q 5 00. Then there is a constant c > 0 such that 
for 1 % n 5 m, 
m”qn-’ (log (1 + X))‘” iflSq<m 
eyc(Zd: 1;” --$ 1:) : c 
n-l (log(m + 1)log (1 + 5))“’ if q = co. 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of (2), (4), Propositions 3-5, and 
the properties of pseudo-s-numbers. 
5. SOBOLEV EMBEDDINGS 
Let 1 I p 5 ~0, let r, d E N, and let WL([O, lid) denote the Sobolev 
space (see, e.g., Triebel, 1978). Let 1 9 q 5 m and assume that r/d > 
l/p - l/q. Then the Sobolev embedding theorem holds, i.e., the identical 
embedding exists and is continuous from Wg([O, lid) to L,([O, lid). The 
main result of this paper describes the approximability of such embedding 
maps by randomized methods. 
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THEOREM 2. Let 1 5 p, q I 03, let r, d E N, r > d. #max(p, q) < m or 
ifp = q = m, then 
ef;“(Zd: WL([O, lld) + L,([O, lid)) = nerld. 
efc(Zd: WL([O, lid) * L,([O, lid)) = n-‘ld(log r~)“~. 
Finally, if p = cQ and 1 % q < m, then 
n-r’d(log n)-‘12 < e f;“(Zd: W;[(O, IId) --, L,([O, IId)) < n-r’d. 
For the proof we shall use the following proposition, which expresses 
the relation of pseudo-s-numbers of Sobolev embeddings to those of iden- 
tities between finite dimensional spaces. The approach to the lower bound 
is very simple and can be found e.g. in Pinkus (1985, Chap. VII, Theorem 
2.1). The upper estimate is known as Mayorov’s discretization technique 
(Mayorov, 1975). In the form presented here it is contained in K&rig 
(1986, Prop. 3.c.3). 
PROPOSITION 6. Let (s,) be a pseudo-s-function, let 1 5 p, q I m, r, 
d E N, r/d > I/p - I/q. Put y = rld + l/q - l/p and 17 = min(rld, y), 
Then there are constants cl, c2 > 0, h E N such that for all n, k E N, j, , 
. . . ) jk E N with j, + * . *+jk%r~andforhi=h2~‘(i=l 9.. * 7 k) the 
following holds 
c,n-ys,,(Zd: I$ + 1:) 
5 s,(Zd: W;<[O, IId> * L,(K4 1ld)) 
5 c2 2-7@ + i 2-ydisj,(Zd: lph’ + 12)). 
i=l 
Proof of Theorem 2. The lower estimate follows directly from Propo- 
sition 6 and Corollary 2. Because of the continuous embedding Wi,([O, 
lid) C WL,([O, lid) for p1 2 ~2, it suffices to prove the upper estimate for 
p = 1. (This would not cover the case p = q = m, which is, however, a 
consequence of (2), (4), and the classical estimate of the Gelfand numbers 
of this embedding.) First we assume 1 5 q < m. Let y = r) = r/d + l/q - 
1, and let CY be a real satisfying 0 < a < (r - d)ld. For each m E N define 
k = k(m) = [, + (1,; - l)d ml’ 
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Let h be the constant from Proposition 6 and define hi = h2di (i = 1, . . . , 
k). Furthermore, put ji = j,(m) = hi + 1 (i = 1, . . . , m) and ji = j,(m) = 
[h2d(m-o(i-m))l (m < i 5 I?). Finally, let n = n(m) = xf=, ji. Clearly, there is 
a constant cl > 0 (independent of m) such that 
n(m) 5 c,2dm. (22) 
Proposition 6 and Corollary 3 give 
ef’(Zd: W;([O, lid) --, L,([O, lid)) 
I c22-qdk + c2 2 2-ydi+dilq-d(m-a(i-m))(i _ m)1/2 
i=mtl 
rtd+crd)(i-m)(i _ m)112 
5 c42-rm, (23) 
where ~2-4 do not depend on m. The statement of the theorem follows 
directly from (22) and (23). The case q = UJ can be treated in a completely 
analogous way. 
Remurk 2. In the case p = m, 1 I q < a the precise order remains 
open. Furthermore, it should be mentioned that the assumption on r is 
slightly stronger than the one necessary for the Sobolev embedding theo- 
rem. A more precise estimate of eF’(Zd: ii” --f ZT) would lead to a weaken- 
ing of this assumption. 
The order of Monte Carlo approximation numbers of Sobolev embed- 
dings was essentially determined by MathC (1991). Only the case 1 5 p < 
03, q = 03 was left open (where a logarithmic gap between upper and lower 
bound was present). Our results allow to settle this case. As a conse- 
quence of Corollary 2, (l), and Proposition 6 we get the following result. 
(One should also take into account Remark 1.) 
COROLLARY 4. Let r > d, 1 5 p < a. Then 
atc(Zd: WL([O, lid) --, LcE([O, lid)) = n-‘ld(log n)1’2. 
6. SOMEREMARKSANDPROBLEMS 
First let us comment on the question of adaption. Tracing back the 
arguments it is not difficult to see that all upper bound proofs use, in fact, 
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nonadaptive information. So, for the random approximation of Sobolev 
embeddings, nonadaptive approximation methods perform, up to a con- 
stant, as well as adaptive ones. 
Next we look at linear versus nonlinear algorithms. For convenience, 
we restrict our comparison to the cases 1 5 p, q < m. Let us recall 
Mathe’s result on random approximation numbers (i.e., linear algo- 
rithms). 
THEOREM 3 (Mathe, 1991). Let r > d, 1 I p, q < w. Then 
afC(Zd: w;([o, lld) --f L&O, 119 
n-rld 15q5p<x 




Comparing this with Theorem 2, one can see that there are situations, in 
which nonlinear random methods provide a better rate than random linear 
ones (if p 5 q and 1 I p 5 2). The difference can be as much as a factor 
.-‘I2 (independent of the dimension d). 
Now we want to compare deterministic and random approximation 
rates (both with nonlinear algorithms). Here we quote the following result 
(see Kashin, 1977; Pinkus, 1985, Chap. VII). 
THEOREM 4. Let 1 % p, q < x, and Y > d(l/p - l/q). Then 
n -r/d lsq5p<x 
’ 
-r/d 
c,(Zd: W;<[O, lld) + L,([O, lid)) = 
15psq12 
n-r/d+lR-l/q lsps25q<cc 
n-r/d+ lip- I/q 25prqsco. 
As we mentioned in (2), c, is equivalent to e,, so this should be com- 
pared with its randomized counterpart, Theorem 2. We observe that ran- 
domization can lead to considerably better rates (here it is the case p 5 q, 
2 5 q 5 03, and the gap can reach a factor n-‘12, again). In a similar way 
one could compare linear deterministic versus linear randomized approxi- 
mation. We refer to Pinkus (1985, VII, Theorem 1.1) for the deterministic 
case, which should be compared with Mathe’s result above. It turns out 
that all four scales considered here are different and each two of them can 
reach a deviation of n-l”. 
Let us also mention the issue of arithmetic complexity: Throughout the 
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paper the only complexity measure was the number of functionals 
needed. This is, of course, a lower bound for any concrete method and the 
computational complexity of a problem would be fully determined, if we 
could match such an abstract lower estimate by an upper one based on a 
concrete, constructive method of the required arithmetical cost (as, e.g., 
done for the case of integral equations in Heinrich and Math& 1990). 
However, as far as the approximation problem for the case p < 4 is 
concerned, the proofs given here as well as in Kashin (1977), MathC 
(1991), etc., do not provide such methods, and it is still an open problem 
to find constructive algorithms attaining these fast theoretical rates. In the 
stochastic case such an analysis should also take into account the com- 
plexity of producing the random parameters. This is another important 
and still open problem. 
Finally, we would like to draw the attention to the measurability issue. 
In this paper measurability assumptions were usually chosen just as 
strong as we needed them to make the arguments work. With a thorough 
analysis it would certainly be possible to weaken some of them. Since 
there occur various assumptions in the literature, such an analysis might 
also have a unifying impact. However, this task seems to be quite difficult 
(compare, e.g., Bharucha-Reid and Sambandham, 1986). 
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